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Losing Their Homes (SIGTARP-22-002)

FROM:

Ms. Melissa Bruce – Acting Special Inspector General for the
Troubled Asset Relief Program

In 2009, the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) launched the Home Affordable
Modification Program (HAMP) to prevent avoidable foreclosures by modifying mortgages
for struggling homeowners to be more affordable and sustainable over the long term. Since
its inception, 1.7 million homeowners have had their mortgages permanently modified
under HAMP. Although the program terminated for new applicants in December 2016,
mortgage servicers continue to perform certain functions for homeowners who were in the
process of completing the six-year program. These functions include receiving and
disbursing incentive payments for homeowners and lenders, processing interest rate
increases, and reporting to Treasury on the status of modified mortgages.

As of May 17, 2022, 92 servicers were handling HAMP-modified mortgages for
approximately 525,000 homeowners. 1 Treasury expects to make final incentive payments
in September 2023, and the program is projected to close in December 2023.

The objective of this evaluation was to identify key characteristics of mortgage servicers in
HAMP. 2
SIGTARP found that as of May 2022, 14 servicers accounted for approximately 95% of the
homeowners with mortgages modified under HAMP. These servicers included banks, such
as JPMorgan Chase and Wells Fargo, and non-banks, such as Select Portfolio Servicing and
PHH Mortgage Corporation. Treasury paid over $19.6 billion in incentives to the 14
servicers with $3.2 billion going directly to the servicers, many of which have homeowner
redefault and delinquency rates of almost 40% or higher. More than 45% of homeowners
1 According

to Treasury, about 42,000 homeowners were still in HAMP and eligible to receive incentive payments as of
June 2022.
2 SIGTARP conducted this evaluation in accordance with the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency’s Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation.
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using these servicers have redefaulted on their mortgages since HAMP’s inception. In
addition, approximately 40% to 60% of homeowners were 90 or more days delinquent on
their mortgage payments. Redefaults and delinquencies put homeowners at an increased
risk of being disqualified from HAMP and losing their homes. This, in turn, may prevent
HAMP from achieving its goal of preventing avoidable foreclosures.

SIGTARP also found that Treasury has not conducted any recent studies to determine the
causes of HAMP’s redefault and delinquency rates. According to a Treasury official, the
department is conducting an analysis of HAMP delinquency data. Over the past two years,
the rate at which homeowners have paid off or refinanced their mortgages has increased
significantly, possibly because of low mortgage interest rates and the strength of the
housing market. The official stated that it is possible that homeowners in better financial
positions have refinanced or paid off their mortgages and exited HAMP. Meanwhile,
homeowners who are worse off have not and remain in the program, thus skewing the
redefault rate. Determining the reasons for HAMP’s redefault and delinquency rates would
better enable Treasury to take steps to help homeowners remain in the program and avoid
foreclosure.

SIGTARP recommends that Treasury use the results and findings of its ongoing analysis of
HAMP delinquency data to identify the causes of homeowner redefaults and delinquencies,
and take action to address them. Additionally, Treasury should publicly report the results
of its analysis and the actions it plans to take to address the findings.
SIGTARP reviewed Treasury’s comments on a draft of this report and made changes to the
report, as appropriate. We appreciate the courtesies extended to our staff.
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Background
Congress made foreclosure mitigation an express part of the Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA), which created the Troubled Asset Relief Program. 3 EESA’s
largest ongoing program is the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP), the
cornerstone of the Making Home Affordable (MHA) program. Launched in 2009, HAMP
aims to prevent avoidable foreclosures by modifying mortgages for struggling homeowners
to make their payments more affordable and sustainable over the long term. Through the
program, the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) provides incentive payments to
mortgage servicers and lenders (i.e., the entities that hold the mortgage) to modify the
mortgages, and homeowners who make timely mortgage payments. 4 The program has
three components—HAMP Tier 1, HAMP Tier 2, and Streamline HAMP—with different
eligibility requirements. Since its inception, 1.7 million homeowners have had their
mortgages permanently modified under HAMP.
The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016 terminated HAMP for new applicants as of
December 31, 2016, exempting existing homeowners in the process of completing the sixyear program. 5 Mortgage servicers continue to perform certain functions, such as receiving
and disbursing incentive payments, processing interest rate increases, and reporting to
Treasury on the status of modified mortgages for homeowners in the program. As part of
its responsibilities as the HAMP Program Administrator, the Federal National Mortgage
Association (also known as Fannie Mae) manages the mortgage data servicers report and
other program data.
As of May 17, 2022, there were 92 servicers handling HAMP-modified mortgages for
approximately 525,000 homeowners. 6 Treasury expects to make final incentive payments
in September 2023, and the program is projected to close in December 2023.
SIGTARP’s objective for this evaluation was to identify key characteristics of mortgage
servicers in HAMP. 7

P.L. 110–343.
Lenders are also referred to as “investors.”
5 P.L. 114-113.
6 According to Treasury, about 42,000 homeowners were still in HAMP and eligible to receive incentive payments as of
June 2022.
7 For a discussion of the evaluation’s objective, scope, and methodology, see Appendix A.
3

4
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Fourteen Servicers Accounted for Approximately 95% of
HAMP Homeowners
Of the 92 mortgage servicers active in HAMP as of May 17, 2022, 14 servicers accounted for
approximately 499,000 (95%) of the 525,000 homeowners with mortgages modified under
the program (see Figure 1). Of these 14 servicers, five were banks—JPMorgan Chase, Wells
Fargo, Bank of America, CitiMortgage, and U.S. Bank—and nine were non-bank mortgage
servicing entities, including PHH Mortgage Corporation, Nationstar, and Shellpoint. These
entities range from multi-billion-dollar financial institutions to much smaller operations
with less than fifty employees.
Figure 1. Top 14 HAMP Servicers, as of May 17, 2022.

Source: SIGTARP analysis of Fannie Mae servicer data, as of May 17, 2022.
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Treasury Paid Over $3.2 Billion in Servicer Incentives to
Servicers with Redefault and Delinquency Rates of Almost
40% or Higher
As of May 27, 2022, Treasury had paid approximately $22 billion in HAMP incentives to
servicers with $19.6 billion (89%) going to the top 14 servicers (see Table 1). Of the $19.6
billion, $3.2 billion (16%) went directly to the servicers as incentive payments. Many of the
servicers have almost 40% or more of homeowners redefaulting or delinquent on their
mortgage payments, putting them at a higher risk of being disqualified from HAMP and
subject to foreclosure. Servicers paid the remaining $16.4 billion (84%) in incentives to
lenders and homeowners. Treasury projects it will pay up to $216 million in incentives to
lenders and homeowners of the top 14 servicers through September 2023, when the final
incentives are paid. As of March 2022, all remaining servicer incentives were paid.
Table 1. Incentives Paid to the Top 14 HAMP Servicers.

Note: Estimated incentives remaining to be paid consist entirely of homeowner and lender incentives.
Source: Treasury’s housing transaction report, dated May 27, 2022, and Fannie Mae servicer data, as of May 17, 2022.
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More Than 45% of Homeowners with the Top 14 Servicers Have Redefaulted on
Their Mortgages Since HAMP’s Inception
HAMP was designed to assist homeowners who were struggling to make their monthly
mortgage payments. According to the MHA handbook, a homeowner loses “good standing”
in HAMP when the mortgage payment is delinquent by three full monthly payments. Once
lost, good standing cannot be restored, even if the homeowner subsequently makes the
delinquent payment. The homeowner, servicer, and lender are no longer eligible for
incentive payments. Fannie Mae officials further explained that once a mortgage payment is
90 days delinquent, the homeowner is in redefault and disqualified from HAMP.
On average, the redefault rate for the top 14 servicers exceeded 45% as of May 17, 2022
(see Figure 2). In other words, almost half of the homeowners missed three mortgage
payments in a row and were disqualified from HAMP. The redefault rate ranged from
38.1% for Fay Financial to 53.4% for Carrington Mortgage Services. Homeowners who
redefault and are disqualified from HAMP have a higher risk of losing their homes to
foreclosure.
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Figure 2. Homeowner Redefault Rates for the Top 14 Servicers Since HAMP’s Inception.

Source: SIGTARP analysis of Fannie Mae servicer data, as of May 17, 2022.

Approximately 40% to 60% of HAMP Homeowners Were 90 or More Days
Delinquent on Their Mortgage Payments
Treasury’s HAMP quarterly performance summary shows the total number of homeowners
with permanent modifications along with delinquency percentages over the duration of the
program. The most recent HAMP performance summary (4th Quarter 2021) shows that
delinquency rates substantially increase over time for all three HAMP components (HAMP
Tier 1, HAMP Tier 2, and Streamline HAMP).
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•

•
•

HAMP Tier 1 – About 13% of homeowners were 90 or more days delinquent on
their mortgage payments after their first year in the program. By the sixth year, this
increased to almost 45%.
HAMP Tier 2 – About 17% of homeowners were 90 or more days delinquent after
their first year. By the sixth year, this increased to almost 55%.
Streamline HAMP – About 28% of homeowners were 90 or more days delinquent
after their first year. By the fifth year, this increased to almost 59%.

Figure 3 shows the delinquency rates for the top 14 HAMP servicers as of May 17, 2022.
Fay Financial had the highest percentage of homeowners 90 or more days delinquent at
about 60%, while Rushmore had the lowest at 40%.

The delinquency rates raise questions about HAMP’s effectiveness in preventing avoidable
foreclosures. Many homeowners are likely to redefault and be disqualified from the
program before completing six years. Furthermore, more than half of the homeowners who
made it through the six years were delinquent on their mortgages upon exiting the
program.
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Figure 3. Mortgage Payment Status of Homeowners for the Top 14 HAMP Servicers.

Source: SIGTARP analysis of Fannie Mae servicer data, as of May 17, 2022.
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Treasury Has Not Determined the Causes of HAMP’s
Redefault and Delinquency Rates
Despite HAMP’s redefault and delinquency rates, particularly for the top 14 servicers,
Treasury has not conducted any recent studies to determine the causes of the redefaults
and delinquencies. As a result, the department cannot take meaningful steps to address the
redefaults and delinquencies, and better ensure HAMP meets its intended goal of
preventing avoidable foreclosures. SIGTARP has previously expressed concerns about
HAMP’s redefault and delinquency rates, and the department’s lack of insight into the
factors driving these rates. 8
As previously reported, Treasury conducts compliance reviews of the top 14 servicers to
ensure they are meeting their obligations under HAMP requirements. 9 However, these
reviews do not identify root causes for the disqualification or redefault rates. Rather, they
only ensure servicers are complying with HAMP requirements.

According to a Treasury official, the department is conducting an analysis of HAMP
delinquency data. Treasury’s preliminary view is that HAMP homeowners who have paid
off or refinanced their mortgages are not included in the total number of homeowners
when calculating redefault rates. This makes sense because these homeowners are not
considered to have redefaulted when they pay off or refinance their mortgages. 10 The
official noted that over the past two years, the rate at which HAMP homeowners have paid
off or refinanced their mortgages has increased significantly, possibly because of low
mortgage interest rates and the strength of the housing market. The official stated that it is
possible homeowners in better financial positions have refinanced or paid off their
mortgages and exited HAMP. Meanwhile, those who are worse off have not and remain in
the program, thus skewing the redefault rate.

Two of Treasury’s operational goals for EESA programs are to operate with the highest
standards of transparency, accountability, and integrity, and help struggling homeowners
avoid foreclosure. The latter supports the department’s strategic goal of promoting
equitable economic growth and recovery. Furthermore, the U.S. Government Accountability
Office’s Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government states that “management
should identify, analyze, and respond to risks related to achieving the defined objectives.”

8 See SIGTARP, “Rising Redefault of HAMP Mortgage Modifications Hurt Homeowners, Communities, and Taxpayers,” July
24, 2013; and SIGTARP, “Treasury Should Use HAMP and HHF Together to Help as Many Homeowners as Possible Avoid
Foreclosure,” July 30, 2014.
9 See SIGTARP, “Treasury’s Public Reporting on the Home Affordable Modification Program,” SIGTARP-21-002, August 28,
2021.
10 Homeowners who refinance their mortgages with another lender are withdrawn from HAMP. Homeowners also exit
the program when they pay off their mortgages.
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Management then “designs responses to the analyzed risks so that risks are within the
defined risk tolerance for the defined objective.” 11

Based on the redefault and 90 or more days delinquency rates, many HAMP homeowners
could be at increased risk of foreclosure. In addition, more homeowners may be facing
redefault given the 60 or more days delinquency rates. Taken together, this may prevent
the program from achieving its goal. Through its ongoing analysis, Treasury has an
opportunity to identify the causes of HAMP’s redefaults and delinquencies and take steps to
help homeowners remain in the program and avoid foreclosure.

U.S. Government Accountability Office, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-740G,
September 2014, Principle 7.

11
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Conclusion
HAMP’s goal is to prevent avoidable foreclosures for at-risk homeowners by modifying
their mortgages to be more affordable and sustainable over the long term. As of May 2022,
14 servicers accounted for approximately 95% of homeowners with mortgages modified
under the program. Treasury paid over $3.2 billion in incentives directly to these servicers,
many of which have homeowner redefault and delinquency rates of almost 40% or higher.
More than 45% of homeowners using one of the 14 servicers have redefaulted on their
mortgages since HAMP’s inception. Furthermore, approximately 40% to 60% of
homeowners were 90 or more days delinquent on their mortgage payments. Redefaults
and delinquencies put homeowners at increased risk of being disqualified from HAMP and
losing their homes.

SIGTARP’s concern about the level of homeowner redefaults and delinquencies in HAMP is
not new. For years, SIGTARP has warned about the risks redefaults and delinquencies pose
to homeowners in the program and to the program meeting its goal. Although Treasury has
lost opportunities to assist homeowners who have already redefaulted on their mortgages
and been disqualified from HAMP, there is still time to help homeowners who are
struggling to stay in the program.

To its credit, Treasury has initiated an analysis of HAMP delinquency data. Using the results
and findings of this analysis to identify the causes of homeowner defaults and
delinquencies, and take action to reduce the defaults and delinquencies, would help
prevent more homeowners from falling behind on their mortgage payments, being
disqualified from the program, and losing their homes. In addition, making this information
available to the public would give stakeholders additional insights into how HAMP is
assisting at-risk homeowners and guidance on how to design any similar housing programs
in the future to enhance their effectiveness.

Recommendations
1. Treasury should use the results and findings of its ongoing analysis of HAMP
delinquency data to identify the causes of homeowner redefaults and
delinquencies, and take action to reduce them.

2. Treasury should publicly report the results of its analysis of HAMP delinquency
data and the actions it plans to take to address the findings.
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Appendix A – Objective, Scope, and Methodology
SIGTARP performed this evaluation under the authority of EESA, which also incorporates
the duties and responsibilities of inspectors general under the Inspector General Act of
1978, as amended. SIGTARP initiated the evaluation as part of its continuing oversight of
HAMP. The objective of this evaluation was to identify key characteristics of mortgage
servicers in HAMP.

The scope of this evaluation covered mortgage servicers in HAMP as of May 2022. SIGTARP
obtained data collected by the servicers and maintained by Fannie Mae on servicers in the
program. SIGTARP analyzed this data to identify key characteristics of the servicers,
including the number of homeowners served, incentives paid, and redefault rates. SIGTARP
also reviewed the Treasury’s quarterly HAMP performance summaries, housing
transaction reports, annual agency financial report on EESA programs, and strategic plan,
as well as the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s Standards for Internal Control in the
Federal Government. In addition, SIGTARP interviewed officials from Treasury’s Office of
Financial Stability, which oversees HAMP and other EESA programs, and Fannie Mae to
obtain more information about the data, including how it is collected, used, and maintained.
SIGTARP conducted this evaluation from November 2021 to July 2022 in Washington, D.C.,
in accordance with the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency’s
Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation. Those standards require that SIGTARP
plan and perform the evaluation to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for findings and conclusions based on the evaluation objective. SIGTARP
believes that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for the findings and
conclusions based on the evaluation objective.

Limitations on Data

SIGTARP relied on Treasury and Fannie Mae to provide complete and relevant supporting
documentation on HAMP in response to SIGTARP’s requests. To the extent that the
documentation provided did not reflect a comprehensive response to SIGTARP’s requests
or questions, this evaluation may have been limited.

Use of Computer-Processed Data

SIGTARP relied on computer-processed data for this evaluation to identify key
characteristics of HAMP mortgage services. This included data from Fannie Mae on
remaining incentive payments, the number of servicers and homeowners in the program,
redefault rates, and delinquency rates. SIGTARP did not validate the accuracy of the data,
but determined the data was sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this evaluation, largely
because it is the only official source of data on servicers in HAMP.
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Internal Controls
SIGTARP performed a limited review of Treasury’s internal controls for HAMP servicer
data by interviewing Fannie Mae and Treasury officials about how the data is collected,
used, and maintained, and reviewing selected Federal laws and regulations, and Treasury
policies and procedures.

Prior Coverage

SIGTARP has covered HAMP in its quarterly and semiannual reports to Congress, and in
nine other reports:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

August 9, 2022, “Data on Treasury’s Home Affordable Modification Program
Show Homeowners May Be Vulnerable to Current Economic Conditions”
August 26, 2021, “Treasury’s Public Reporting on the Home Affordable
Modification Program”
January 27, 2016, “Mortgage Servicers Have Wrongfully Terminated
Homeowners Out of the HAMP Program”

April 29, 2015, “Treasury's Opportunity to Increase HAMP's Effectiveness by
Reaching More Homeowners in States Underserved by HAMP”

October 29, 2014, “Homeowners Can Get Lost in the Shuffle and Suffer Harm
When Their Servicer Transfers Their Mortgage but Not the HAMP Application or
Modification”

July 30, 2014, “Treasury Should Use HAMP and HHF Together to Help as Many
Homeowners as Possible Avoid Foreclosure”
July 24, 2013, “Rising Redefaults of HAMP Mortgage Modifications Hurt
Homeowners, Communities, and Taxpayers"

June 18, 2012, “The Net Present Value Test’s Impact on the Home Affordable
Modification Program”
March 25, 2010, “Factors Affecting Implementation of the Home Affordable
Modification Program”
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Appendix B – Management Comments
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SIGTARP Hotline
If you are aware of fraud, waste, abuse, mismanagement, or misrepresentations associated with the Troubled Asset
Relief Program, please contact SIGTARP.
By Online Form: See “Hotline” tab on www.SIGTARP.gov
By Phone: (877) 744-2009 (toll free)
By Mail:

Office of the Special Inspector General
for the Troubled Asset Relief Program
1032 15th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Inquiries
If you have any inquiries, please contact (202) 308-5060.

Obtaining Copies of Testimony and Reports
To obtain copies of testimony and reports, please log on to our website at www.SIGTARP.gov.
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